shades of carlton
In the shell of a former warehouse, an architect engineers his verdant urban outpost.
Story by Peter Davies Photography by Trevor Mein
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Atop the roof of this house, there is a garden – a neatly configured

PREVIOUS PAGES: Dark joinery and watery grey veins in the Catalana marble island bench match the muted tones of bagged brickwork and zinc cladding on
the exterior. THESE PAGES, LEFT: The textured walls of the original warehouse shell are left exposed in the entry hall and other areas of this infill home. right:
Aluminium louvres offer a modern interpretation of Victorian terrace lattice. CENTRE: Purple glass in the facade tints daylight accents throughout the entry level.
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array of raised planter boxes festooned with garlic, thyme, snow
peas, fennel, chilli, beans, figs, lemons, olives and beetroot. With the
pebbles crunching underfoot and the scent of fresh herbs suspended
on the breeze, it seems vaguely incongruous that the backdrop for this
enclave of fecundity is a jangly roofline of Mary Poppins Edwardiana
and, glimpsed through the trees, the nearby cityscape of Melbourne’s
CBD. And perhaps that’s the beauty of this project in Carlton, in
Melbourne’s inner north – its unconventional approach to livability
in the inner city.
This approach, though, is not about too-clever layouts and whizbang materials. Instead, it’s about questioning expectations of living in
the inner city, of how best to accommodate a heritage overlay, and of
what can be achieved on a small site.
Rodger Dalling of Woods Bagot played the parts of both architect
and client on this project. Moving from the leafy east of Eltham back to
the city, he and his wife Kathleen were keen to build a house s pacious
enough to c omfortably accommodate family and friends. “We knew
we wanted a family home, because we’ve still got a growing tribe.

We have six g randchildren already, and our son and daughter still live
in Melbourne,” he explains.
The house sits within a warehouse shell with the original walls still
visible at various points. In the two bedrooms on the lower level,
these walls enclose a neat slot courtyard at the rear of the property.
This compact garden space captures sun during the middle of the day,
relieving the cavern-like cosiness of the lower floor.
“Being an insertion on quite a restricted site (it’s about 150 square
metres) we had a desire to maximize accommodation, but we were
aware we needed to get plenty of natural light, particularly to the
lower levels. We used pretty much every device known to architects
– a combination of voids, glass roofs, trafficable roofs and courtyards,”
Rodger explains.
One of the particular successes of the project is its carefully nuanced
articulation of openness and enclosure. The lower level is subdued and
dimly lit, save for the strip of glass roofing that runs the length of the
entrance hall, spilling daylight into the narrow pond – home to the
house’s goldfish population – along the exterior wall. In contrast, the
upper levels are airy and light-filled. A generous wall of glazing across
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the front facade connects the house to the Carlton n
 eighbourhood, but
is carefully modulated by external venetians that can be angled just so, as
light and privacy require. Likewise the eyrie-like roof garden on the level
above – louvred privacy screens ameliorate any risk of o
 verlooking but it
still retains a thrilling openness and connection to its urban s urrounds.
The ability to control the exposure and enclosure of the spaces
is evident in the living spaces too. At the rear of the middle level, an
intimate formal lounge nestles alongside the decked courtyard, separated
by operable walls. With the walls closed, the space is private and serene;
when open, it becomes a generously proportioned entertaining zone
with undefined boundaries and a breezy character. Free of frippery,
the kitchen fulfils culinary needs – including a capacious pantry and
expertly engineered drawer configurations – without compromising the
sober lines of the architecture.
Despite its overtly contemporary street presence, the house was
conceived as a modern interpretation of a traditional Victorian t errace,
with setbacks borrowed from that housing type. “We analysed that
typology in the heritage overlay of the precinct and came up with
something that pushed and shoved – the ground floor is recessive, the
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louvre elements pick up on the idea of lattice, the venetians on the middle
level carry up to form a false balustrade on the third level.” There was
some concern from neighbours about the proposed house within this
urban context. “Most of it was about the impact of its mass and scale,”
Rodger says. “We observed other buildings in the area, measured them,
photographed them and surveyed the heights of ridges and parapets.
And this building is actually no taller than the two-storey buildings in
the area – it’s just on three levels.”
This considered approach is also evidenced in the material selection
throughout the house. “It’s a relatively low-maintenance palette. We
wanted to avoid having too many surfaces and materials that we’d
need to keep up to date,” Rodger explains. And the choices are quite
deliberate – the grey paint applied to the original walls echoes the
veining of the marble benchtop, while the purple shade – “Suffragettes’
purple,” Kathleen notes – of the anodized facade was engineered in New
Zealand and tested in Sydney before finally arriving at the house. “Of all
of the elements, the thing I like the most is the floor. I think it’s beautiful.
I wanted the spotted gum because it has a lot of colour – light olive
green and pale gold,” Kathleen adds. H

OPPOSITE: Trafficable glass on the top storey allows light to penetrate the central living level. THIS PAGE: A central open-air courtyard provides ample natural
illumination and an alfresco entertaining space. Fully operable louvres stand in for traditional interior drapes, shielding the occupants from the rays of the sun.
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Architect
Woods Bagot (Rodger Dalling)
The Beacon Podium
Level 1/3 Southbank Avenue
Southbank Vic 3000
T: +613 8646 6600
E: wbmel@woodsbagot.com
W: www.woodsbagot.com.au
practice profile
Major international design firm with
a global network of fifteen studios
operating in five regions. The
Melbourne studio operates over the full
range of sectors including workplace,
education, science and lifestyle.
project team
Rodger Dalling, Kate Frear, Ian Munro,
Sue Fenton
Builder
Rodger Dalling
Consultants
Construction manager Kevin Leyden
Engineer Don Moore
Landscaping Woods Bagot
Interiors Woods Bagot
Lighting Woods Bagot
Furniture Living Interiors
Stainless steel stair Rock Martin
Products
Roofing Metal decking in natural finish;
membrane roof with gravel trafficable
overcover External walls Bagged
brickwork; zinc folded sheeting;
Nu Wall anodized aluminium siding
Internal walls Plasterboard; baggedface brick work; Nu Wall anodized
aluminium siding Windows Lockwood
hardware; low-e glazing; boxed
aluminium natural anodized frames
Doors Painted pivot doors; Lockwood
hardware Flooring Polished concrete;
spotted gum, oiled; SS stair with
spotted gum treads and riser Lighting
Downlights; track lighting; lamps by
Artemedes Kitchen AA cabinets;
block marble island bench Bathroom
Pewter grey mosaic tiles; heated SS
towel rail, hand rail and coat hooks;
Caroma sanitaryware; Abey Gessi
tapware Climate control Electric infloor heating; panel Nobo wall heating;
LG Art Series airconditioning units
External elements Granite rough-cut
block pavers
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floor area
225 m2
Project Cost
$850,000
Time Schedule
Design, documentation 14 months
Construction 10 months

left: Grey water from a storm
water recycling system is used
to maintain the rooftop kitchen
garden. A membrane roof with
a trafficable gravel overcover,
which allows water penetration,
supports the fifty square metres
of horizontal work space.
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